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Abstract
Recent works in visual speech recognition utilize deep learning
advances to improve accuracy. Focus however has been pri-
marily on recognition performance, while ignoring the compu-
tational burden of deep architectures. In this paper we address
these issues concurrently, aiming at both high computational
efficiency and recognition accuracy in lipreading. For this pur-
pose, we investigate the MobileNet convolutional neural net-
work architectures, recently proposed for image classification.
In addition, we extend the 2D convolutions of MobileNets to 3D
ones, in order to better model the spatio-temporal nature of the
lipreading problem. We investigate two architectures in this ex-
tension, introducing the temporal dimension as part of either the
depthwise or the pointwise MobileNet convolutions. To further
boost computational efficiency, we also consider using point-
wise convolutions alone, as well as networks operating on half
the mouth region. We evaluate the proposed architectures on
speaker-independent visual-only continuous speech recognition
on the popular TCD-TIMIT corpus. Our best system outper-
forms a baseline CNN by 4.27% absolute in word error rate and
over 12 times in computational efficiency, whereas, compared
to a state-of-the-art ResNet, it is 37 times more efficient at a
minor 0.07% absolute error rate degradation.
Index Terms: visual speech recognition, lipreading, deep
learning, MobileNet, CNNs, ResNet, computational efficiency

1. Introduction
The field of visual speech recognition (VSR), or lipreading,
has witnessed dramatic breakthroughs recently, primarily due
to the paradigm shift from hand-crafted features to deep learn-
ing based models [1–8], coupled with the public release of large
suitable corpora in a variety of environments [9–15], as also re-
viewed in [16,17]. Such models however, while reducing recog-
nition errors compared to previous approaches, are not as effi-
cient to compute and store. Thus, on low-resource platforms
such as smartphone and other embedded devices, speed and
size constraints render them impractical. Reducing model size
and improving computational efficiency, while at the same time
not sacrificing model accuracy, is therefore crucial to lipread-
ing technology deployment, and it constitutes the main focus
and contribution of this paper. Surprisingly, the topic has not
been previously addressed in the literature, other than [18] that
touches on efficiency vs. accuracy of existing architectures, and
a concurrent to our work publication [19] with a similar focus
to us, which utilizes MobileNet V1 blocks [20] in conjunction
with a residual neural network (ResNet) architecture for VSR.

To further motivate the paper, approximate model parame-
ter sizes and computational requirements of some recently pro-
posed deep VSR architectures are summarized. For example,
in [4], a 3D convolutional neural network (CNN) is developed,
combined with a gated recurrent unit (GRU) [21]. The model
has 4.57M parameters, and it requires about 123.82M floating

point operations (FLOPs) to compute posteriors for a single
video frame. In [14], a 2D CNN within a sequence-to-sequence
architecture is used. The model contains 67.46M parameters
(excluding temporal modeling), and CNN-based processing of
a single frame consumes more than 11.22G FLOPs. In [5], sev-
eral ResNet [22] variants are considered. The best performing
model needs about 1.33G FLOPs per frame and has 21.27M pa-
rameters. Finally, an 11.17M-parameter ResNet is used in [8],
requiring approximately 956.55M FLOPs per frame.

All aforementioned lipreading models employ convolu-
tional layers in their architectures. Providing efficient models
for such layers has been of recent interest in the computer vi-
sion literature, constituting our starting point. In particular, we
base our work on the MobileNet CNN architectures (V1 and
V2), recently proposed for image classification and other static
vision tasks, which employ 2D convolutions [20, 23]. In or-
der to better model the spatio-temporal nature of the lipreading
problem, we extend such convolutions to 3D ones, i.e., allowing
them to operate over adjacent frames in addition to the current
one. This gives rise to highly efficient and accurate models that
we refer to as “MobiLipNets”. We investigate various archi-
tectures in this approach, as detailed in Section 2.1. On top of
these, for temporal modeling, we do not use a recurrent neural
network (RNN) as is common practice, but instead employ a
time delay neural network (TDNN). As a result, we avoid com-
putational costs inherent to the multiple gating mechanisms of
most recurrent architectures, as discussed in Section 2.2.

We provide additional system implementation details in
Section 3, and we evaluate our developed networks in Section 4.
Specifically, we study computational efficiency and VSR accu-
racy on the publicly available TCD-TIMIT corpus [12], a pop-
ular database for lipreading [18, 24–28] and other audio-visual
speech processing tasks [29–31]. Our experiments show that
our best model, a “MobiLipNetV2” with 3D pointwise con-
volutions, exhibits dramatically improved computational effi-
ciency compared to both a baseline 3D-CNN and a state-of-the-
art ResNet, with no or minimal accuracy degradation. We also
note that our approach could be combined with model prun-
ing [32], weight quantization [33], and model distillation [34],
thus potentially leading to further size and speed improvements.

2. Resource-efficient lipreading modules
This section introduces the basic network modules that consti-
tute the building blocks of resource-efficient VSR. Fig. 1 pro-
vides an overview of the VSR system, where a CNN is used for
visual feature extraction, a TDNN for temporal modeling, and
a weighted finite-state transducer (WFST) for decoding.

2.1. Resource-efficient CNN modules

We first describe the 2D MobileNet blocks (V1 and V2), used
as templates of layers to compose larger networks, followed by
their 3D extensions into MobiLipNet blocks. We explore sev-
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Figure 1: Overview of the proposed VSR system. The CNN and
TDNN take as input 3 consecutive frames, creating posteriors
that are then used for decoding via a WFST. Division by priors
is omitted for clarity. Black squares denote zero-filled input.

eral variations in the process, each resulting in different FLOP
and accuracy characteristics. In the following, we ignore ac-
tivation functions and batch-normalization for brevity, and for
spatial dimension reduction we use max-pooling (1×2×2F, 1×
2×2S) instead of non-unit stride, due to improved VSR recog-
nition. We denote by M and N the number of input and out-
put convolutional layer channels respectively, with N convolu-
tional kernels of size K×K×M applied on M slices of IW ×
IH -pixel size input in the 2D case. For 3D, the latter are tem-
porally stacked to T×IW ×IH -pixel size volumes (time×width
×height). To provide numerical examples of FLOPs and model
sizes (listed inside parentheses), we assume M =64, N =128,
IH = IW = 32, and K = T = 3, with minor variations for the
V2 systems. For this section alone, and similarly to [20], we
only consider multiplications in the efficiency computations.

MobileNetV1: The MobileNetV1 block [20] replaces standard
2D convolutions by depthwise separable ones that are decom-
posed to depthwise and pointwise (1× 1) convolutions, yield-
ing two corresponding convolutional layers (see also Fig. 2(a)).
Hence, the number of the standard-case multiplications, namely
NMK 2IHIW (75.49M FLOPs, 73k parameters), are replaced
by those required for the M , K× K× 1-sized kernels of
the depthwise convolution layer and for the N , 1×1×M -
sized kernels of the pointwise convolution layer. These are
MK 2IHIW multiplications (0.58M FLOPs, 576 parameters)
and NMIHIW ones (8.38M FLOPs, 8192 parameters) respec-
tively [20], thus resulting to about 8.4 times savings in compu-
tations, as well as model size, for the specifics considered.

MobileNetV2: In MobileNetV2 [23], a new block is intro-
duced, termed “inverted residual with linear bottleneck”. Its in-
put is a low-dimensional compressed representation that is ex-
panded with pointwise convolution (increasing the number of
channels), then filtered with depthwise convolution, and com-
pressed back with pointwise convolution. A residual connec-
tion between input and output is also employed, thus, if their
channel numbers do not match, a pointwise convolution is also
incorporated (see Fig. 2(c)). Compared to MobileNetV1, the
number of input and output channels are typically significantly
smaller [23]. In our case, we employ a quarter of the Mo-
bileNetV1 channels, thus M =16 and N =32 . We also use
L=128 channels for depthwise separable convolution. Then,
the first pointwise convolution layer requires M LIHIW multi-
plications (2.09M FLOPs, 2048 parameters), the depthwise one
costs K 2L IHIW (1.17M FLOPs, 1152 parameters), the sec-
ond pointwise convolution costs LN IHIW /4 due to the pre-
ceding max-pooling (1.04M FLOPs, 4096 parameters), and the
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Figure 2: The basic network building blocks of Section 2.1: (i)
For T=T ′=1, (a) and (c) yield standard MobileNetV1 and V2
blocks; (ii) For T=3 and T ′=1, (a)-(c) yield 3D pointwise Mo-
biLipNet blocks; (iii) For T=1 and T ′=3, (a)-(c) yield 3D depth-
wise MobiLipNet blocks. Batch-normalization (BN), ReLU ac-
tivations, and input→ output channels are also shown.

residual connection yields M N IHIW /4 multiplications (131k
FLOPs, 512 parameters).

MobiLipNetV1 and MobiLipNetV2: These constitute our pro-
posed 3D extensions of the two MobileNet blocks, sharing the
same topology as their counterparts, but after extending indi-
vidually either the depthwise or the pointwise convolutions to
the previous and next frames for better temporal modeling. The
depthwise 3D extension replaces the original K×K×1-sized
depthwise convolution kernels with T ×K×K×1 ones, while
the pointwise 3D extension switches the original 1×1×M -sized
pointwise kernels with T×1×1×M -sized ones.

Concerning MobiLipNetV1, for the depthwise extension
approach, the depthwise convolution requires TK 2MIHIW
multiplications (1.76M FLOPs, 1728 parameters) and the point-
wise one MNIHIW (8.38M FLOPs, 8192 parameters). The
pointwise extension approach costs instead K 2MIHIW (589k
FLOPs, 576 parameters) plus TMNIHIW (25.16M FLOPs,
24k parameters) for the two layers (see also Fig. 2(a)).

For MobiLipNetV2, the depthwise extension approach
costs MLIHIW multiplications for the first pointwise convo-
lution (2.09M FLOPs, 2048 parameters), TK 2LIHIW for the
depthwise one (3.53M FLOPs, 3456 parameters), LNIHIW /4
for the second pointwise one (1.04M FLOPs, 4096 parameters),
and MNIHIW /4 for the residual connection (131k FLOPs,
512 parameters). The pointwise extension approach requires
TMLIHIW (6.29M FLOPs, 6144 parameters), K2LIHIW
(1.17M FLOPs, 1152 parameters), TLN IHIW /4 (3.14M
FLOPs, 12k parameters), and TMNIHIW /4 (393k FLOPs,
1536 parameters), respectively (see also Fig. 2(c)).

MobiLipNetV1.2: The MobiLipNetV1 block consists of two
convolutional layers followed by max-pooling (see Fig. 2(a)).
Such structure has the disadvantage that the module first per-
forms expensive pointwise convolution, only to discard much
information at the max-pooling stage next. A solution would
be to swap the pointwise convolution and max-pooling lay-
ers, performing one quarter as many calculations (for our spe-
cific max-pooling choice), hoping for no significant change
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Layer Baseline 3D-CNN Layer MobiLipNetV2 (Pointwise 3D) Layer 3D ResNet Layer Pointwise-only MobiLipNetV1
Filter Channels Output Size Filters Channels Output Size Filters Channels Output Size Filters Channels Output Size

conv 3×3×3 1/32 32×64×64 conv 3×3×3 1/32 32×64×64 conv, MP 3×3×3,1×2×2 1/32 32×32×32 conv 3×1×1 1/32 32×64×64
MP 1×2×2 − 32×32×32 MP 1×2×2 − 32×32×32 ResBlock 2×

[
3×3×3
3×3×3

]
32/64 64×16×16 MP 1×4×4 − 32×16×16

conv 1×1×1 32/64 64×32×32 1× 1, DW 3×1×1, 1×3×3 32/64, 64/64 32×32×32 64/64 64×16×16 conv 3×1×1 32/64 64×16×16
MP 1×2×2 − 64×16×16 MP, 1× 1 1×2×2, 3×1×1 −, 64/16 16×16×16 ResBlock 2×

[
3×3×3
3×3×3

]
64/96 96×8×8 MP 1×2×2 − 64×8×8

conv 3×3×3 64/96 96×16×16 1× 1, DW 3×1×1, 1×3×3 16/32, 32/32 32×16×16 96/96 96×8×8 conv 3×1×1 64/96 96×8×8
MP 1×2×2 − 96×8×8 MP, 1× 1 1×2×2, 3×1×1 −, 32/24 24×8×8 ResBlock 2×

[
3×3×3
3×3×3

]
96/128 128×4×4 MP 1×2×2 − 96×4×4

conv 3×3×3 96/96 96×8×8 1× 1, DW 3×1×1, 1×3×3 24/96, 96/96 96×8×8 128/128 128×2×2 conv 3×1×1 96/96 96×4×4
MP 1×2×2 − 96×4×4 MP, 1× 1 1×2×2, 3×1×1 −, 96/32 32×4×4 ResBlock 2×

[
3×3×3
3×3×3

]
128/128 128×2×2 MP 1×2×2 − 96×2×2

conv 3×4×4 96/128 128×1×1 DW, 1× 1 1×4×4, 3×1×1 32/32, 32/128 128×1×1 128/128 128×2×2 conv 3×1×1 96/128 128×2×2
− − − − − − − − AVE 1×2×2 − 128×1×1 AVE 1×2×2 − 128×1×1

Table 1: Hyperparameters of four VSR networks of Section 3.3. DW stands for depthwise convolution layers, AVE for mean-pooling.

in accuracy. The resulting pointwise variant (see Fig. 2(b))
requires K 2MIHIW (0.58M FLOPs, 576 parameters) plus
TMNIHIW /4 (6.29M FLOPs, 24K parameters) multiplica-
tions for the depthwise and pointwise layers respectively. Sim-
ilarly, a depthwise variant can be designed.

Pointwise-only MobiLipNetV1: Here, the depthwise convolu-
tion layer of the MobiLipNetV1 block is entirely removed, and
only pointwise convolutions are employed. This is motivated by
the fact that temporal information captured by pointwise con-
volutions contains crucial lipreading information, as well as by
work in [35]. Since this model relies primarily on the temporal
dimension, spatial dimensions are more aggressively reduced
for efficiency. Assuming input 1/16 times smaller than Mo-
biLipNetV1 and 4x4 max-pooling, the pointwise convolution
costs TMNIHIW /16 (1.57M FLOPs, 24k parameters).

Half-ROI models: For symmetric image input, a CNN needs
only be applied on half of it, thus immediately halving costs.
The mouth region-of-interest (ROI) typically fed to lipreading
CNNs is expected to be almost laterally symmetric in con-
trolled, frontal head-pose data settings [36]. To enforce full
symmetry, a simple normalization can be applied by averag-
ing the original ROI and its laterally mirrored version. Clearly,
this technique is not be applicable to non-frontal and in-the-wild
data, where it causes significant ROI artifacts [36].

2.2. Resource-efficient temporal modeling

For temporal modeling in all our VSR networks, a TDNN is
employed. Such consists of a fully-connected layer, taking as
input three spliced (two frames left context) CNN output fea-
ture vectors of I =128 dimensions, and a projection layer to
J =1264 context-dependent HMM states. The first layer re-
quires 6 I 2− I operations (98k FLOPs, 49k parameters), while
the second 2 IJ − J (322k FLOPs, 161k parameters), adding
to 420k FLOPs and 210k parameters in total. A lazy evaluation
approach [37] could further reduce projection layer costs.

If, instead of the TDNN first fully-connected layer, we had
used a GRU layer, the computational cost would have been
3 (4 I 2− 2 I) operations (195k FLOPs, 98k parameters), due to
two matrix-vector multiplications for input and recurrent con-
nections in each gate (assuming same-size input and output)
and the three gates. A bidirectional GRU would double the
above. Had we used a uni-directional long short-term mem-
ory layer, we would have ended with 4 (4 I 2− 2 I) operations
(261k FLOPs, 131k parameters) that would be further increased
in the presence of peephole connections. Hence, for the same
input/output dimensions, a TDNN is more computationally effi-
cient than a recurrent network. An alternative would have been
to use a fully-connected layer with no splicing (taking as input
the current frame alone), thus requiring only 2 I 2− I opera-
tions (32k FLOPs, 16k parameters). This would have been more
efficient, but sacrificing temporal modeling. And, according
to [38], TDNNs perform significantly better than DNNs across
multiple large-vocabulary continuous speech recognition tasks.

3. Additional system details
3.1. Mouth ROI extraction

To obtain VSR network input, face detection is first per-
formed using a ResNet-10 with SSD [39] network, available
in OpenCV v3.4 [40]. Then, facial landmarks are detected as
in [41]. From those, four mouth landmarks are used, after me-
dian filtering over a 7-frame window, to yield smooth mouth
center, width, and height estimates. Based on these, a grey-
scale mouth ROI is extracted (approximately enlarged by 40%
over the mouth width and height), normalized to 64 × 64 pixels.

Although the paper focuses on the VSR models, ROI ex-
traction has a non-negligible computational cost. Specifically,
the detection model used has 2.66M parameters and a cost of
1.18G FLOPs per frame. This however could be reduced if em-
ployed at a lower frame-rate along with tracking, or by utilizing
a significantly less expensive detector (e.g., AdaBoost [42]).

3.2. VSR network training and decoding

VSR network training is driven by frame-level sub-phonetic
targets, obtained by forced alignment with a triphone audio-
only GMM-HMM system built on a traditional acoustic front-
end (MFCC plus derivatives features, followed by LDA and
MLLT) using Kaldi [43]. The CNN-TDNN based VSR sys-
tems are then trained end-to-end using cross-entropy and SGD
with dropout regularization [44] with p = 0.1.

For decoding, network outputs are interpolated from the
30 Hz video frame-rate to 100 Hz, prior to decoding with a
WFST. The latter incorporates a bigram language model with
Witten-Bell smoothing, developed on training-set data of the
TCD-TIMIT corpus (see Section 4.1), similarly to the use of
bigrams in earlier VSR works on such data, e.g. [24].

3.3. Networks considered

We now proceed to describe the CNN part of the developed
VSR models (the TDNN part is identical to all, as detailed in
Section 2.2). All follow a baseline 3D-CNN topology of five
convolutional modules and four max-pooling layers with the
same spatial dimensions, and, unless noted, the same number
of channels. Further, except for the pointwise-only network, all
networks keep the conventional convolution in their first layer,
i.e., without factorizing it to depthwise and pointwise ones. All
models (including the baseline and ResNet) are trained on the
same ROI size, as this affects both performance [45] and effi-
ciency. In more detail, the following models are considered:

Baseline: It consists of five standard 3D convolutional layers
with a 3×3×3 kernel size (along time × width × height), unit
stride, and padding, except the last layer where a 3×4×4 filter
is used to obtain 128-dimensional features. At each layer the
number of channels is increased by 32 (see also Table 1).

3D ResNet: It consists of ten residual blocks [22]. All convolu-
tional layers have 3×3×3 kernels, except for those in shortcut
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Metric
Baseline ResNet MobileNet MobiLipNetV1 MobiLipNetV2 MobiLipNetV1.2 Pointwise MobiLipNetV2 / 2

− − V1 V2 1×1 Depth 1×1 Depth 1×1 Depth 1×1 only Normalized Half ROI

WER (%) 57.28 52.94 66.07 61.94 55.85 57.29 53.01 56.85 55.50 58.78 60.37 53.97 55.85
FLOPs 225.07M 681.00M 11.89M 12.51M 20.44M 13.78M 18.33M 18.36M 10.85M 10.59M 3.73M 9.17M 9.17M
# Param. 1.06M 5.65M 33.82k 22.04k 93.21k 40.35k 53.02k 33.44k 93.21k 40.35k 89.18k 52.76k 52.76k

Table 2: Comparison of all models considered in terms of WER, per-frame FLOPs, and model size (# parameters). Labels “1×1” and
“Depth” refer to pointwise and depthwise convolution model variants, respectively. The Pointwise model is a MobiLipNetV1 variant.

connections, where 3×1×1 kernels are used to match the num-
ber of input and output channels (see also Table 1).
MobileNetV1, V2: Based on the two 2D MobileNet blocks of
Section 2.1, the V1 model closely follows a 2D variant of the
baseline by factorizing standard convolutions, while the V2 de-
tails can be deduced from that of MobiLipNetV2 of Table 1.
MobiLipNetV1, V1.2, V2: Based on the three 3D MobiLipNet
blocks of Section 2.1, and, considering both their pointwise and
depthwise model variants, yields a total of six networks. Among
these, the pointwise V2 model is detailed in Table 1.
Pointwise-only MobiLipNetV1: It has a similar topology to
MobiLipNetV1, but using 3D pointwise convolutions alone. Its
details are provided in Table 1.
MobiLipNetV2 / 2: All above networks can be modified to op-
erate on half ROIs. Among them, the MobiLipNetV2 is used in
our experiments, due to its superior performance. Two such net-
works are considered, one operating on the original half ROIs
and another on normalized half ROIs.

Note also that batch-normalization [46] is applied immedi-
ately after each convolutional layer, allowing its “folding” into
the convolution operations with a simple numerical manipula-
tion, thus making it effectively free to compute. For this reason,
such computations are not considered in Table 2 and Fig. 3.

4. Experiments
4.1. Dataset
Experiments are reported on the TCD-TIMIT corpus [12], a
very popular dataset in the field [18, 24–31]. The database con-
tains audio-visual recordings of continuous speech by 62 speak-
ers uttering 6913 phonetically-rich TIMIT sentences (6k word
vocabulary) in studio-like conditions, concurrently recorded by
two cameras providing frontal (0o) and near-frontal (30o) data
at a 1920 × 1080-pixel resolution and 30 Hz frame-rate. In this
work, only the frontal view recordings are used. Experiments
are performed following the official speaker-independent proto-
col provided with the database (39 training and 17 test subjects).
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Figure 3: Performance vs. efficiency comparison (WER vs. per-
frame FLOPs) of the main VSR models considered. For Mo-
biLipNets (V1, V2, V1.2), their pointwise variants are shown.

4.2. Results
Efficiency and performance results of all networks of Section
3.3 are reported in Table 2. Note that concerning FLOPs and
parameter numbers, the TDNN cost (420k FLOPs, 210k pa-
rameters) is not included, as this is shared among all models.
Results are grouped in “clusters”. Left-to-right, the 3D-CNN
baseline and the state-of-the-art ResNet are shown, followed by
the two 2D MobileNet architectures, the six 3D MobiLipNet
models, and the pointwise-only MobiLipNetV1. Finally, at the
right-most table columns, the MobiLipNetV2 systems modified
to operate on half-ROIs are listed.

One can readily observe that the MobileNet architectures
(V1 and V2) are dramatically more efficient (in speed, as well
as model size) than both baseline and ResNet, however suffer-
ing significant WER degradation. This is primarily due to the
2D nature of their feature extraction. The issue is resolved in
the proposed MobiLipNets. Among the six such models, the
superiority of the pointwise (1× 1) temporal extension over the
depthwise one is evident, providing consistently better WERs.
Among the pointwise V1, V2, and V1.2 versions, MobiLip-
NetV2 offers the best recognition performance (53.01% WER),
utilizing residual connections to boost its accuracy. This result
is very close to the ResNet WER of 52.94% (best performing
system), however MobiLipNetV2 is 37 times faster and has over
106 times less parameters. Further, it outperforms the baseline
significantly in WER (by 4.27% absolute), while also being 12
times faster and over 20 times leaner. MobiLipNetV1.2 bal-
ances some WER degradation (2.49% absolute) for about 60%
of the MobiLipNetV2 computational cost. The pointwise-only
MobiLipNetV1 is the fastest model, requiring only 3.73M flops
(182 times faster than ResNet), however at a non-negligible
WER degradation of 7.43%. Finally, using the MobiLipNetV2
model on half ROIs (normalized or original) is also computa-
tionally fast. If the model is trained on half the ROI with nor-
malization, there is only a 0.96% absolute WER degradation,
compared to the best MobiLipNetV2 model, while at the same
time halving the required FLOPs. Without normalization, per-
formance degrades slightly more to 55.85% WER from 53.01%.

A summary of these results (for eight models) is provided
in Fig. 3 for better visualization. There, once again, it becomes
evident that the MobiLipNetV2 architecture offers an optimal
compromise between speed and VSR recognition performance.

5. Conclusions
In this work, we presented an exploration of the MobileNet ar-
chitectures with extensions to the lipreading problem. Several
network variations were trained using the same data, optimiza-
tion technique, and temporal model. Through this investiga-
tion, we introduced a new model, termed MobiLipNetV2, that
has 106 times less parameters and is 37 times faster than the
state-of-the-art ResNet, while resulting to a slight only abso-
lute WER degradation of 0.07% on the popular TCD-TIMIT
visual-only recognition task. Further, the model outperforms a
baseline 3D-CNN by 4.27% absolute in WER, 12 times in com-
putational efficiency, and 20 times in size.
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